
H2H3 RUN #439– Saturday 15th August 2020 

 
Location:  Off the Sam Phan Nam Floating Market Road 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.479615, E 99.930808 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/qcuPi1WbYSsdKqmK6 

 
Hares:  Brambles Bill and Jock Twat 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat & Legs Wide Open 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Scribe:  Tinks 

 

Number of Hashers:  26 

 

Pre-Run Briefing  

As a result of overcast skies and some heavy rain earlier in the day the hounds that showed were 

the more hardy hashers to give credit to the Hares work in setting trail...As the pack gathered 

the skies threated to unload more precipitation but this was the case.  The Hares Brambles Bill 

and Jock Twat were called in to the give the customary run briefing.  Two trails this week, the 

walkers flat and around 4.6 km and the Rambo’s a little longer with a small speed bump.  No cows, 

no barbed wire or electric fencing.  A few yappy dogs but not a problem.  Paper on the right but 

may have been flattened into the ground as aa result of the earlier rains. 

 

The Trail 

The pack set out at 5:00 pm with the rain holding off and heading in a westerly direction and onto 

some familiar looking territory from last Saturdays Cha-Am run.  However, the paper was readily 

visible, and the trail veered to a more southerly direction.  Some excellent checks allowing the 

walkers to catch up with the FRB’s.  Mudman, Cock in a Frock and Scrubbers Bugger getting them 

wrong and Onefer getting them right. On we went making left and right turns skirting pineapple 

fields until we reached the Run/Walk split after 2.6 km.  The walkers going left and the runners 

to the right.  It now became obvious why the walkers trail was flat and the Rambo trail more of a 



challenge as we approached the speed bump.  The trail contoured lower round the hill skirting 

pineapple fields.  But the FRB’s missed the turn towards the hills.  The slower Rambo’s were 

observant and continued on trail. The trail then led left into the tree growth and headed on uphill 

and coming out on a wide trail that continued uphill to a check.  At this point the trail headed back 

downhill and the skirted round the north side of the hill heading towards the Safari Park  An 

incorrect On ON call lead to a check back and the it was downhill along a pineapple field to the 

merge point.  Shortly thereafter I saw many hashers in the field wandering around and it became 

obvious when I saw the trail had taken a sharp right turn with three drops of paper low to the 

ground.  This resulted in a lot of cutting across fields for off trail hashers to get back to the true 

trail.  The trail led in a northerly direction to a familiar point from last week’s Cha-Am trail.  The 

Trail went right and headed towards the Greenfield Fishing Resort before heading left and 



skirting the fishing pond and then right past some yappy dogs and to the ON HOME sign and back 

in on the out trail.  For some reason Cathusalem missed this sign and went left and back out on the 

trail again.  

 

Pre-Circle 

Although the rain had stayed away during most 

of the trail some light drizzle started to fall as 

the hound return to the start point.  However, 

the cold beverages were awaiting to be drunk 

and the crisps to be eaten.  CiaF and Patty made 

am early departure as they were on the bike 

this week.   They were followed shortly 

thereafter by Onefer, Slime and Lucky M0e 

prior to circle time. Around 6:30 Tinks called 

the circle to order although Cathusalem was 

still not home and with Brambles and DaL back 

out on trail to see if they could find him, 

although he was in phone contact. 

 

Circle Down-Downs: 

Stand in Beir Fraulein:  Hong Ting Tong, also 

first home as she took the walkers trail and 

Onefer got lost. 

Teapotting:  Dimwit and Scrubbers Bugger 

Visitor:  Dimwit  

Short Cutting Leader:  Hotpot  

Non Teapotter:  Master baker, avoiding being 

caught Teapotting by having cup and bottle in 

each hand. 

The Mis-Checkers:  Mudman and Scrubbers 

Bugger 

Hash Flash:  Rubber Scrubber  

Failed Searcher:  Ding-a-Ling returning without 

finding lost hasher Cathusalem but will check 

again on Wednesdays Fun Run/Walk 

Teapotting:  Head Ballcock and Scrubbers 

Bugger  

Brollies in the Circle:  Matron, Little Behind, 

Aey Hotpot, Saffi, Pussy Galore. 

Hares:  Brambles Bill and Jock Twat.  Voted 

excellent trails and very scenic. 

Teapotting:  Mudman 



Last Hasher Home:  Cathusalem, also handed two bottles of Chang as he was so late to the bins. 

Teapotting: Brambles Bill  

 

Next week’s hash:  No location for Cha-am Hash, but Hares are Hollow Legs and Onefer. 

 

On After 

About 14 hashers went to the On after at Subai Subai on Soi 102, an old regular from a year or 

so back. 

 

ON ON 

Tinks 


